For almost 68 years, Fischer has garnered a widespread reputation for designing, engineering and building tough industrial machinery. Since the company was founded in 1948, it has been driven by a constant will to change and strive for better solutions. Presently with 43 subsidiaries in 32 countries, production locations in seven countries, 4160 employees and with over 1500 industrial property rights internationally has made the fischer group of companies one of the most innovative companies worldwide.

Today, these characteristics are incorporated through long experience and state-of-the-art engineering into every product of Fischer’s broad range of high performance fixing technology. The acceptance of these Fischer products by professional construction professionals around the world has made Fischer the number one selling brand.

Fischer Innovative Solutions comprises of 4 global divisions, with major focus on Fischer Innovative Systems targeting the construction industry worldwide. With a constant will to grow, Fischer has constantly been expanding its horizons especially in the Middle Eastern and African markets. Today the Middle East operations headquartered in the United Arab Emirates, has offices in Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman and Pakistan with deep footprints in all major projects across these regions.

Fischer having their primary warehouse in Jebel Ali, Dubai, ensures the availability of stock of all fischer products at all times.

Further more, even with the increasing demand for Fischer products across the region, Fischer always strives to ensure that the quality of service is maintained by keeping in mind the customer’s requirements above all else.
Innovative Product Range

Fischer being at the pinnacle of research and development in the fixing solution industry offers a very rich and wide product range allowing us to provide a wide variety of innovative solutions based on customer and market requirements. Some of the core product divisions being:

- Chemical Fixing
- Mechanical Fixing
- Advanced Curtain Wall Technique
- Firestop
- Masonry Fixing
- Frame Fixing
- Installation Systems
- Solar Fixing

Our Services Beyond Products:

Seminars & Trainings - Fischer being a leader in the research and development of fixing solutions often conducts seminar and trainings across the region for contractors and consultants on various topics, enabling proper transfer of our knowledge of various concepts.

Design Software - To enrich the experience further and simplify our clientele’s workload, Fischer also offers our world renowned FIXPERIENCE software and design calculation services to all clients.

Seismic Solutions for MEP Applications - To support our clients with seismic solutions, Fischer provides customized and comprehensive designs of MEP for seismic applications.

Onsite Testing & Technical Support - Fischer also provides innovative solutions through On-Site Testing to our customers and business partners as part of our value added services.

Onsite Delivery - Ensuring our commitment to service excellence, Fischer also provides its valuable customer base the benefit of delivering goods onsite.

Regional Presence

U.A.E

fischer FZE (Regional Office)
Tel: +971 4 883 7477
Email: enquiry@fischer.ae

fischer Fixing LLC
Tel: +971 4 395 7772
Email: enquiry@fischer.ae

State of Qatar
Tel: +974 4000 2400
Email: qatar@fischer.ae

Sultanate of Oman
Tel: +968 24445425/26/27
Email: oman@fischer.ae

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia - Jeddah
Tel: +966 11 4093976
Email: saudi@fischer.ae

Kingdom of Bahrain
Tel: +973 17408080
Email: bahrain@fischer.ae

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia - Riyadh
Tel: +966 11 4093976
Email: saudi@fischer.ae

State of Kuwait
Tel: +965 24818786
Email: kuwait@fischer.ae

Pakistan
Tel: +923 01 8266216
Email: pakistan@fischer.ae

www.fischer.ae